Machine
What is a machine? The simplest meaning of the term
simply points to another object of everyday life, designed to
fulfill various tasks to aid man. Machines surround us: coffee
machines, copying machines, computers, even factories,
infrastructures and satellites can be thought to be machines.
We are so adapted to machines that we don’t take notice of
them anymore. However, throughout the centuries man’s view
of machines has been influenced by cultural, societal and
economical changes, and the content and connotations of the
term have evolved. With this compilation, our goal has been to
investigate the concept of machine in different ways, and to use
it as an inspiration for the music.
Machines have intrigued man from the beginning. It can be
generalized that machines have always been something else
than just simple tools. Not only have people built machines to
help themselves, they have also tried to bring them to ”life”.
As early as the 18th century, Jacques de Vaucanson exhibited
several life-sized automatons which mimicked real people by
serving dinner and clearing tables. These automatons were

later considered to be the world’s first robots. Vaucanson’s
automatons were of course ascetic and simple in their nature, but
in a sense, they shaped the image of a machine in an important
way: from there on the machine had a model for itself – man. The
word robot, or its Czech version ”robota”, was later introduced to
the public by Czech writer Karel Čapek in 1920. The word robota
literally means to work or labor. Čapeks robots were characters
in a play that takes place in a factory. The play eventually leads
to a hostile robot rebellion against the humans. Not only is
Čapek an important inventor of the term robot, his play is also a
good example of machines having a life, rationale and a certain
sense of justice, which could drive robots and humans (their
models and more perfect versions) to conflict with each other.
Machine obviously reflected the characteristics of a working
class struggle against their oppressors and bourgeois class in
general. Čapek’s play was an examination of societal conditions
and therefore also a good example of the seducing powers of
the machine metaphor, which were only unlocked later in the
20th century.
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The 20th century saw a complete transformation of society
and human conditions in general. Along with other changes, the
machine metaphor was one of the key concepts which helped
shape the century. Different art movements throughout Europe
tried to employ the idea of a machine in new ways. Bauhaus
architects, for example, saw metropolis as a giant machine
consuming raw materials and producing material life. To
support this, Le Corbusier had ideas for houses which would be
“machines à habiter”, machines for living. Machine represented
a strong image throughout the modern world. Behind the iron
curtain, socialist avant-garde architects were designing network
cities that would organize human life to the rationale of a
machine. In their thinking, the image of a machine had become
something that could lead whole nations to a modernized world.
These interpretations and expressions of machine indicate that
machines had not only captured a collective imagination, but that
societies and their lifestyles were undergoing a fundamental
shift guided by machine. In the 20th century, machines had some
indisputable attributes such as “entrusted rationality” and the

“aura of progress”. The metaphor had become very powerful,
and resulted in a shift in the man-machine hierarchy. Man was
no longer a model or an end of destination for the machine; he
had now become an object for machine to transform and dictate.
Machine had become an iconic image of the modern age, which
dictated people’s imagination and their expectations of the future.
This intrigued, excited and inspired thinkers, artists, engineers
and the population as a whole. Different thoughts, ideologies,
values and wishes were communicated through machines and
machine-images – yet these ideas and thoughts were, of course,
man-made properties. As an ideology, machine was no different
from other ideologies. It explained and gave meaning to the
20th century world, which had abducted whole generations to
huge societal transform of technology and life in general. Charlie
Chaplin expressed this marvelously in his film Modern Times
released already in 1936. People felt that the modern uneasiness
was originating from machines themselves. Only a few of them
attempted to deconstruct these images of the machine, and if they
did, they only found that they were built by a man.

In the beginning of the 21st century, the idea of a machine
and its variants continue to live in their diverse forms. First and
foremost, images of a machine are diligently reproduced by the
capitalist corporate giants which attach technological progress
to ever expanding consumption. Next generation consumer
electronics are produced breathtakingly fast, and this process is
sold in the name of progress. Luckily machine metaphors are open
to different interpretations as well. Even within this compilation,
some of the artists are seeking a better balance between
technology and nature thru machines. Today, machine is a widely
used metaphor also in science, used to explain phenomena on
many levels, DNA being the most apparent example. Scientists
looking to nature regard biological processes as machines,
attempting to understand nature’s structures and mechanisms in
light of the machine ideal, thereby introducing new associations to
the machine metaphor in the process. Through the use of science,
different connotations of the machine metaphor are spread to the
structures of our cognition and consciousness. It would seem that
machine as a metaphor is not going to be outdated very soon.

Bearing this long history of machines and their integration into
society and consciousness in mind, we would like to view machines
as a condensed form of human thought where ideas, emotions and
values of human culture materialize. Machines are vehicles for our
culture, and what they represent is man himself: his ambitions and
beliefs as well as wishes and hidden emotions. Man is a timeless
philosophical question and therefore the machine metaphor is
always open for new interpretations. This compilation explores
the machine metaphor through contemporary electronic music and
is inspired by Elektron musical instruments. In particular, music
machines, whether they are classic instruments or electronic
synthesizers and samplers, carry the musical practices and
emotional undertones of humanity within them. A dusty old piano
in the corner of a room is as much an emotional portrait of a man
as it is a machine designed to produce certain tones with the aid
of mechanical hammers and metal strings. The electronic music
machines address our emotions much in the same way, because
that is what they are: machines to express ourselves and invoke
emotions in others.

Album tracks
01 Neuralnet 1.3
by KOSHI MAZAKI & KIRLIAN

02 Growth Chart
by NATURE PROGRAM

03 The Joy of Sysex
by LUKE’S ANGER & GOSH

04 Civilization
by POKELOK & GYS

05 Random Order
by BEAUTIFUL PLANET EARTH

06 Meet in Phase
by POLYSLAX

07 My Mind Is Glowing
by SHANE O’DONOVAN

08 Destijlled
by REPORTER & ON THE FLY

09 Organic Machine
by SIESTA SUBMARINA

10 Mitosis
by tIB

11 Digital Garden
by RADEK RUDNICKI

12 Carpon Leak
by RRINE

13 Atoll Mécanique Swing
by SYL KOÜGAI

14 End of Line
by INDIGO FIRE & JOHNATHON DOE

15 Monsoon Dream
by MICROLUV

BACKGROUND OF THE TRACKS
All the tracks on this album are produced by members
of Elektron-users. Elektron-users is a digital community devoted to Elektron musical instruments and
electronic music. More than 70 tracks were written
and produced specifically for this album. All the tracks
on this album were selected by a jury of Elektronusers. The 15 tracks receiving the most votes were
declared winners. What you are hearing on this album
are the very best tracks of this selection process.
We are proud of the outcome and think these tracks
also represent the spirit and fresh enthusiasm of
Elektron-users.
TOTAL PLAYING TIME: over 70min.

Artists & websites
Beautiful Planet Earth

Koshi Mazaki

Polyslax

Syl Koügai

HTTP://WWW.JUNO6.DE

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/KOSHIMAZAKI

HTTP://WWW.ZOOZITHER.COM

HTTP://WWW.SYLKOUGAI.COM

Gosh

Luke’s Anger

Radek Rudnicki

tlB

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/GOSH-ACID

HTTP://WWW.LUKESANGER.COM

HTTP://WWW.RADEK.KOSHIMAZAKI.COM

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/TIB

Gys

Microluv

Reporter

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/GYS

HTTP://WWW.SOUNDCLOUD.COM/MICROLUV

HTTP://WWW.VIRB.COM/REPORTER

Indigo Fire

Nature Program

Rrine

ARTISTS
For your pleasure, we have gathered links of all
artists performing on this album. Click the links to
find out more about the artists, explore their webpages, discover new music and other surprises.

HTTP://WWW.INDIGO-FIRE.COM

HTTP://WWW.ERICPITRA.COM

HTTP://WWW.RRINE.COM

johnathon doe

On the Fly

Shane O’Donovan

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/JOHNATHON-DOE

HTTP://WWW.ONTHEFLY.CO.UK

HTTP://SHANEODONOVAN.BANDCAMP.COM

Kirlian

Pokelok

Siesta Submarina

HTTP://WWW.BROWNSPACE.NET

HTTP://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/POKELOK

HTTP://SIESTASUBMARINA.BANDCAMP.COM
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Mastering
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Web integration
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DANIEL HANSSON, JON MÅRTENSSON, TAREKITH,
DANIEL TROBERG

Photography
by CODY BROWN, NILS ØDEGAARD

Computer generated imagery
by RADEK RUDNICKI

ELEKTRON-USERS
Elektron-users is an online community dedicated to Elektron musical
machines and avid users of these musical instruments. If you want
to be a part of us, point your browser to our website, get to know us
and have fun:
www.elektron-users.com
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